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This is because if there is no mass, the volume must also be zero. Add mL of distilled water to the graduated
cylinder. The densities of Al and brass have already been determined. Viscometer, ml B. I read the buret
again, to 0. The slope of the graph of mass against volume was 1. Dust from the vial fell into the graduated
cylinder with the zinc pieces. The standard for determining density values is water, which has been assigned a
density of 1. Part 4: Determine Void Volume in a Hollow Cylinder by Pycnometry 1 For the hollow cylinder,
record identity of metal of the hollow cylinder either aluminum or brass. Then found the corresponding mass
of metal by subtracting the mass of the cylinder and water from the mass of the cylinder, water and metal. The
pycnometer filled with water to the mark is called 'A'. Include the uncertainties. Record the new volume. Air
trapped in the substance can significantly alter the density. Record the values to the 0. Part C: Graphical
Analysis of Mass and Volume Data of an Unknown Solid Check out a ruler from the stockroom and obtain a
tube containing cylindrical pieces of an unknown solid material from your instructor. Use the ruler to measure
the length and width of the piece of foil. Then use this density to identify the unknown material analyzed.
Convert this mass to volume by dividing by the density of water use a precise value, specific to the water's
temperature. Record the ID Code of the unknown solid on your report form. Which was most precise?
Calculate the uncertainty using error propagation. In the design of a Bunsen burner, explain the purpose of a.
This results to a decrease in density [1]. There were water droplets on the side of the graduated cylinder.


